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COVID-19 Implications
The World Health Organisation declared the COVID-19 outbreak a Public Health Emergency
of International Concern on 30 January 2020, and a pandemic on 11 March 2020. This
declaration, and the accompanying restrictions, risk categories and lockdowns significantly
disrupted the activities of the Canning Neighbourhood Watch (NHW) program.
Face-to-face meetings and community events were either cancelled or severely restricted
during this period. Initiatives such as Connect in Canning were developed to establish social
connection within the community. Given the reduced capacity for Canning NHW to deliver
activities and events since the beginning of 2020, this Annual Report will address the last two
financial year periods (2019/2020 and 2020/2021).
Whilst we appreciate that the pandemic is not over, we are grateful that the Canning NHW
group is currently able to resume meetings and community events. We look forward to the
next 12 months and remain optimistic we will continue to deliver a range of activities and
events to enhance community safety and connectivity.
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Foreword
It gives me great pleasure to provide you with this overview of the Canning Neighbourhood
Watch achievements throughout 2019-2020 and 2020-2021.
The City recognises that above all, the safest communities are connected communities, and
that everyone has a part to play in keeping our communities safe. With our growing and
increasingly diverse population, it is vital that the City continues to build community capacity
and strengthen local neighbourhoods by encouraging interaction and community connectivity.
Your support and commitment in creating a safer and welcoming community is a valued
contribution which cannot be underestimated. You are instrumental in bringing about positive
change and solutions to local community safety issues at a grassroots level through your
networks with local neighbours, actively contributing to the wider community, and sharing
information and reports with the relevant agencies.
On behalf of the City of Canning's Safe Communities team, I would like to sincerely thank you
for supporting this important and valued program.

Shane Mallon
Manager Community Safety
City of Canning
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A message from WA Police
The Canning Neighbourhood Watch Program has had a long and successful partnership with
the Western Australia Police Force, City of Canning and members of the local community.
Cannington Police are proud to be associated with this partnership and highly value the efforts
of the community volunteers who are central to the success of this program.
As the officer in Charge of Cannington Police Station, I look forward to our continued working
relationship and the opportunity to work collaboratively with all involved in the Canning
Neighbourhood Watch program. Working independently we can achieve some things and
make some changes, but working together as a team we can achieve and accomplish great
things and create a safer community for everyone.

Senior Sergeant Colin Keen
Officer in Charge - Cannington Police Station
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Objectives
Canning Neighbourhood Watch is a community-based group supported by the City of Canning
and WA Police. Canning NHW is focused on promoting crime prevention within the local
community through:
increased community involvement in NHW
increased community awareness of neighbourhoods and the reporting of crime and
antisocial behaviour
improved level of household, business and personal safety and security in the community
increased awareness and profile of NHW in the community.
Throughout 2019-2021, Canning Neighbourhood Watch supported these objectives. This
report highlights the groups ongoing commitment and activities undertaken throughout the
2019-2021 period.

Bunning's Cannington - 30 March, 2019
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2020 Planning Session
The 2020 planning session confirmed Canning NHW community engagement priorities.
Key areas discussed include:
feedback on the City’s Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan 2016-2020
increasing community and neighbourhood connectivity, and supporting the growth of the
Canning NHW program
the use of social media for promotion and communication of community safety messages.
The group agreed to continue its involvement in, and provide comment on the following events
and engagements:
Willetton Rotary Fair
A Police presence and Ranger Buddy attendance would be appreciated at this event. The
hydration trailer, sunscreen and lost child stations are effective at generating foot traffic.
Canning Show
The Police always attract a crowd and their attendance at this event is appreciated. A hydration
station with sunscreen and lost children stand would add to the group’s engagement.
Tails on the Trail and Muddy Hands Festival
These events would benefit from having Ranger and Community Safety Officers attending,
allowing NHW and the Safe Communities Team to engage on a larger scope of topics as well
as general community safety information.
Shopping Centre promotions
These are effective engagements generally occurring in partnership with Police, focusing on
current policing priorities.
IGA Shopping Centre
Community Safety pop-up engagements at local IGA shopping centres are to be driven by NHW
volunteers, with support and resources provided by the Safe Communities Team where needed.
Bunnings promotions
These engagements are highly valuable with significant foot traffic.
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2021 Planning Session
The 2021 February planning session was pushed back to April due to a snap lockdown which
prevented the group from meeting. The session confirmed Canning NHW community
engagement priorities and level of commitment. Furthermore, the planning session took into
consideration government restrictions, and the ever changing landscape of community
gatherings and events.
Key areas disused include:
holding smaller events and engagements should major events be unable to proceed
reflection of events and activities held within the past year, and evaluation of their merit
discussion of local engagements and promotional activities for the upcoming year
development of an inclusive meeting schedule that meets the needs of all NHW volunteers
discussion of NWH Australasia push to be more reliant on technology and digital avenues of
promotion
ways to better engage with the local community.
Reflection and evaluation concluded that the City’s Safe Communities Team would continue to
coordinate Canning NHW involvement in the following events/activities:
Safe Canning Month
Canning Show
Willetton Rotary Fair
smaller engagements such as stalls at Bunnings
smaller engagements in response to localised crime issues

Safe Canning Month
The focus of Community Safety Month in 2020 was community consultation to inform
the development of the City's new Safe Canning Strategy (Strategy) and supporting
Implementation Action Plan (Plan). Whilst previously conducted every four years, Safe
Canning Month will be used as an opportunity for annual consultation with the
community and stakeholders. The Strategy supports ongoing consultation to inform the
Plan and ensure the community's safety concerns and changes in local crime trends
are effectively captured and considered.
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Newsletters and Meetings
Three meetings were held in 2021, which included the planning meeting in April (August, April
and June). A Christmas Celebration was held in December to celebrate the achievements of
the group, and thank the volunteers for their time and efforts.
Six newsletters were distributed in 2020-21 with the purpose of updating NHW volunteers, and
City of Canning Elected Members on City initiatives and community safety updates between
meetings. As of May 2021, the newsletters now include an update from the Cannington Police
District.

Bunning's Cannington Community Safety Day - 16 November, 2019
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Tails on the Trail - September 2019
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Community Engagement
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Willetton Fair - April 2019
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Event Snapshots
Bunnings Cannington: Saturday 16 November 2019
Neighbourhood Watch Volunteers attended the annual Bunnings Cannington event to
promote fire and community safety in the lead up the summer season. Local Department of
Fire and Emergency Services, State Emergency Services, and Fire & Rescue Teams also
attended, along with officers from Cannington Police and the local Men’s Shed.
Tails on Trails: 15 September 2019
The Safe Communities and the Neighbourhood Watch team joined in the fun with Ranger
Buddy at the 2019 Tails on Trails’ event. This event attracted an estimated 1500 people.
Bentley Plaza GILT60s Event: 26 May 2021
The Safe Communities team joined forces with Cannington Police to host a Gone in Less than
60 Seconds display at Bentley Plaza. This was due to a rise in vehicle theft in and around the
shopping centre.

Livingston Marketplace - August 2019
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Bunning's Cannington Storm Safety - July 2019

Volunteers

In June 2021, long-term NHW Volunteer Bill Dee passed away. Bill was an active and
involved Canning NHW Volunteer for 12 years, commencing with the group in 2009. Bill
represented the suburb of Bentley in the Mason Ward. We wish to acknowledge Bill for all his
years of service to the group.

Bentley Harmony Festival - 2019
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Canning Show - 2019

Safe Communities Team
Shane Mallon, Manager Community Safety
Shirley Elliott, Leader Safe Communities
Barry Heynes, Leader Community Safety Operations
Emily Hodson, Safe Communities Officer
Lauren Barnett, Safe Communities Officer
Councillor Tim Porter, City of Canning
Councillor Jesse Jacobs, Proxy City of Canning

WA Police Representatives
Senior Sergeant Ray Anderson has left the role of Officer in Charge of
the Cannington Police Station for greener pastures. We would like to
take this opportunity to thank him for his time, support and ongoing
commitment to community safety.
We would also like to welcome the newly appointed
Officer in Charge Colin Keen. The Safe Communities
Team and NHW Volunteers look forward to working
with you further.
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Christmas Function
The Christmas Function provides an opportunity to thank the Canning NHW
Volunteers for their commitment and service throughout the year. Awards for
milestone years of service are also distributed at this end of year event.

Arjun Rao

Carol Filbey

Kutty Veluthakkal

Ian Dunn

Parry Kahlon

Brian Gale
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